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IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED  ND AGREED by
and between the attorneys for the respective
parties hereto that filing, sealing and
certification be, and the same are hereby waived.
IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED
that all objections, except as to the for  of the
question, shall be reserved to the time of trial.
IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED
that the within examination may be subscribed and
sworn to before any notary public with the same
force and effect as though subscribed and sworn to
before the court.
o 0 o
JOSEPH E. CONNOR, having been
first duly sworn by Rita K. Smith, notary
public, was examined and testified as
follows:
MR. HELLER: Let me just note for the
record that the amended notice of depositions
requested that certain documents be produced or



























in connection wi h the depositions of M . Connor,
which we are about to start, and Mr. Redford,
which we will do later today.
I just learned from Mr. Schrader, and
he can correct  e if I m wrong, that no documents
will be produced today, but within the next week
or so we may see those documents that Price
W terhouse intends to offer at the trial hearin 
on January 29th and 30th.
MR. SCHRADER: That is correct.
MR. HELLER: So I would like to make a
copy of the notice of deposition Exhibit No. 1 to
the deposition.
(The document above referred to was




Q Now, Mr. Connor, as I told you off the
record, we did do this just about five years ago,
two months lacking five years. It's good to see
you again.
A Thank you.




























like to now, your age?
A I am 58 years of ag .
Q And where do you currently live.
Q New York City, Manhattan.
Q And do you presently have any position
with Price Waterhouse?
A I am chairman, Price Waterhouse World
Firm Limited.
Q And how long have you had that
position?
A Since September 1988.
Q And can you tell me just a little bit
about the relationship of the World Firm to the
United States firm of Price Waterhouse; are you
also a member of the United States firm?
A No, I am a partner emeritus which
substantively is a retired member of the U.S. firm
of Price Waterhouse. Price Waterhouse World Firm
Limited is a Bermuda corporation, the shareholders
of which are the firms and partners in operating
firms of Price Waterhouse.
Its mission is to coordinate the
activities of our worldwide practice carried out




























all of the operating Price Waterhouse firms.
Q I have seen a copy of the restated
partnership agreement of the United States firm,
the 1989 agreement, and it also refers to a Price
Waterhouse World Organiz tion, I believe. Is that
the network of Price Waterhouse firms that you
just referred to?
A Yes .
Q Now is there some share relationship
between the Price Waterhouse, or the partners of
the U.S. Price Waterhouse firm and the World Firm,
of which you are chairman?
A There are several classes of
shareowners of Price Waterhouse World Firm
Limited. Price  aterhouse World Firm Limited is
not a profit-making organization. One class of
shareholders consists of all of the Price
Waterhouse partners worldwide.
When I say "Price Waterhouse
partners," I am referring to partners in one of
the 26 operating firms of Price Waterhouse, such'
vehicles being profit-making organizations.
Other classes of shareholders




























partners of operation firins  itienibers of the
general counsel of Price Water ouse World Fir 
Limited, and several outside nonaffi1iated with
operating fir  directors, required by Bermuda law.
Q Did I see correctly, or is my memory
wrong, that to be a voting partner in Price
Waterhouse United States fir , one must also hold
shares in the World Fir ?
A One must be a shareholder in Price
Waterhouse World Firm Limited to be a partner in
an operating firm.
Q Now, do I understand then that you
currently hold no positions on any boards or
committees of the United States firm of Price
Waterhouse?
A Yes. I hold no such positions.
Q All right. When did you last hold
such a position?
A June 30, 1988.
Q And if I understand the scheduled
retirement date, then you must have taken an early
retirement, is that correct, since you are not yet
60?




























to a retired partner, of the United States firm
and I assumed that status as of June 30, 1988.
Q And you currently draw no income from
the United States firm or do you dra  a retirement
income ?
I draw a retirement income from the
United States firm; I draw my principal
compensation from the Price Waterhouse World Firm
Limited source.
q I think the rest of this deposition
will basically focus on the U.S. firm, which is
the defendant in this case.
Q You were the chairman of Price
Waterhouse, were you not?
A I was chairman and senior partner of
Price Waterhouse United States firm for a period
of nine years and nine months ending June 30,
19 88 .
Q Were you also a company chairman
before that?
A No .
Q Were you a deputy senior partner?
A No .




























committee before you became the chairman and
senior partner?
A The management committee was
instituted as an organization coincident with my
becoming chairman and senior partner.
Q Did you serve on the policy board of
Price Waterhouse before you became the chairman
and senior partner?
A The organization of the policy board
was   let me correct that statement.
The term "policy board" was one
instituted upon my recommendation when I became
chairman and senior partner of the United States
firm. There had been predecessor organizations
with slightly different names and I did serve on
the policy committee from July 1, 1974.
Q And as chairman and senior partner,
then, you were an ex officio member of the policy
board; isn t that correct?
A I am not sure if the term was ex
officio, but as a consequence of my election as
chairman and senior partner I was a member of the
policy board.




























state  s a p edicate to a n mber of th  ( uestions
that will follow, we have been informed by Price
Waterhouse s lawyers in this case that you will
testify for the firm presumably as one of the
principal explainers and spokesmen of its
operations on the issues that are relevant on
January 29th, when this case resumes trial.
So let me ask you how many partners
are there in Price Waterhouse today, the U.S.
firm?
A The reason, I don't know the exact
number, but it is about 900.
Q And do you know how many of those are
women partners?
A Not specifically, 25 or so.
Q And do you know how many offices the
U.S. firm has now today?
A Between 90 and 100.
I use the term "offices" in the strict
since of that term; there are organizational
subcomponents of Price Waterhouse United States
firm that base several independent, in the sense
of relationship, to each other in a single




























offices, and sometimes they are not.
Q All right. How many different
locations, then, to avoid that complication of
those 90 to 100 of mana ement consulting service
partners, do you know?
No, I do not offhand.
q It s not all?
A Not all of them. And I would guess
that perhaps a third of them do not have MCS
capabilities, resident.
Q Excuse me. I  m interrupting.
Could you give me as a percentage or
fraction how  any of the current partners, and I
am still talking about the U.S. firm, are -- and I
ask your pardon, I know there is a distinction
between partner and principal and it s clearly
written in the agreement, but I am trying to treat
them as equivalents for the purposes of this
litigation.
So how many of the, and if -- so,
before I ask the question I was about to ask, let
me go back and ask you, does the 900 estimate o 
partners include the principals --




























Q --as we 11?
Now, how many of those do you esti ate
are what fraction, or what fraction of them are
management consulting services?
A 150 to 180, thereabouts.
Q What would be the breakdown of the
remainder between tax and audit?
A Perhaps 250 to 300 tax partners.
Q And the balance audit?
A Yes .
Q So if your numbers are correct, the
audit portion of the partnership list has shrunk
apparently?
A Well, that has been a state of our
changing practice for a long number of years.
While the audit practice and the number of audit
partners continues to grow generally each year, as
a percentage, it s relative importance in the
overall firm has been decreasing by 1 or 2 percent
a year, for 15 or so years.
Q And conversely, not just tax as a
percentage, but also MCS as a percehtage of the
partnership --




























Q -- has been increasing.
That s been true since we first took
your deposition, apparently?
A Yes .
Q Because, as I recall, it was in the
area of 16 or 20 percent that you estimated were
the MCS partners at that time?
A Yes .
Q Could you just tell me in round
numbers, and I am sure that this is going to have
to be an estimate on your part, the number of
senior managers in the U.S. firm?
A I do not know that.
Q Do you have any idea what percentage
of the senior managers are women today?
A No .
Q Can you tell me what the range of
senior manager compensation is today? That is,
what is the top figure that a senior manager
makes ?
A I don't have precise numbers on that.
Some senior managers are compensated greatly in
excess of new partners and that has been a trait




























I would guess, however, the bulk of
senior managers are in the 80,000 range.
Q Does the compensation of senior
managers vary from one region of the country to
another by region, or does that have nothing to do
with it ?
A There is an appraisal of local
competitive forces and discretion is given to the
offices in preparing salary schedules to reflect
those competitive factors. So it is not a uniform
compensation, range across the entirety of the
country.
Q Just a few facts about the World Firm.
How many partners are there in the
World Organization, including I guess the U.S.
partners?
A There are roughly 2,600 partners of
operating firms who are shareholders in the World
Organization.
Q And again we are including what are
called principals in the United States fir ?
A Yes .





























A No, I do not, but I would guess around
50, including the most prominent in our
organization, the senior partner in the
Philippines is a  oman, and as such she is a
member of the general council.
Q I remember you mentioned her before
when we took your deposition, too.
Do you know either as of today or as
of the time that you ceased to be chairman of the
U.S. firm, and I wish you would tell me which it
is if it s one or the other, not both, do you know
today h   many persons have become partners of
Price Waterhouse U.S. firm after having been
nominated or considered for partnership in another
major partnership and having failed to get that?
A No, I do not know that.
Q Are there any such people, to your
knowledge ?
A I can't recall. There are a number of
Price  aterhouse partners who were partners in
































Not necessarily. Occasionally there
were. For example, a partner of Firm A left his
firm, took employment, corporation or some other,
subsequently was admitted to partnership in ours,
go it is not always the case that a person goes
from a partnership in one firm directly to a
partnership in another.
Q Does that happen, though, does it
happen that people, and orderly, beside the
smaller firms that may have merged into Price
Waterhouse regional firms, or local firms but
major firms, such as what used to be called the
Big Eight?
A Yes, it does happen and I can recall
several names of the partners of ours who came
directly from partnerships in other firms.
q Are any of them women?
A Not that I recall, but that is a
yqry   you are asking me a question that could be
answered had I prepared myself on that subject.
q I should say for the record that one
of the purposes of the a ended notice of




























deponents on the subject matter in the areas of
the deposition we would go into, apart from
getting any documents that fitted the descriptions
there.
MR. SCHRADER: Jim, your other
question, though, had to do with, if I understand
it correctly, whether there are any persons who
were managers or senior managers in other Big
Eight firms who came over to Price Waterhouse not
as partners from those firms, but rather as
managers or senior managers who became partners
eventually in Price Waterhouse.
MR. HELLER  Well, I am going to ask
that question now, but I was first interested in
people who had been considered, yes, some of those
people might be senior managers in the other firm
who had been considered, nominated, whatever is
the word in that firm, for partnership in that
other firm, Firm  , as you said, but didn t get it
and then moved over to Price Waterhouse and became
a partner in Price Waterhouse either immediately
or after a period of time.
Q And I was asking you, Mr. Connor, if




























A I knew of several cases where partners
q£ o  er fir s were directly a  itte  as  artners
of Price Waterhouse.
q No, I understand that, sir.
A I know of instances in which managers
of other firms joined us as managers or senior
managers of Price Waterhouse and were subsequently
admitted as partners of Price Waterhouse.
Q All right.
A The answer to your question whether
any of those directly admitted partners, partners
from Firm A to Price Waterhouse were women, I have
no such recollection.
Q And the other question was whether
they had been people who had failed to achieve
partnership.
A I don t have any recollection of
admittees to our firm who had failed the admission
requirements of another firm.
Q All right.
To your knowledge, do you know of
anybody who has become a partner in Price
Waterhouse after he or she had filed a legal





























A I have no such knowledge. I have no
such knowled e of anybody filing any co plaint, so
that is the broader question.
Q Yes. That s right and I didn't mean
to limit it only to discrimination complaints, but
any form of litigation with the firm th t that
person formerly worked with, including demands for
arbitration because I see that arbitration
agreements are apparently pretty common in Big
Eight firm partnership agreements, arbitration
clauses.
All right, now let me ask you,
Mr. Connor, if you know of the reverse situation.
People who have been nominated for but not elected
could be put on hold or rejected outright for
partnership in Price Waterhouse, and I am
including principalships, who then went to another
major firm, another Big Eight firm, or a large
ccounting firm or management consulting firm
organized as a partnership and became a partner
there?





























Q But you don t know for a fact?
A I don't know specific names. And
there are partners of this firm who have become
partners in other firms.
Q Have other complaints been filed
ggaj_nst Price  aterhouse in connection with
denials of partnership, other than Ms. Hopkins'
case?
A Not to my recollection.
Q And I again include demands for
arbitration, as opposed to court complaints.
A I don't know of any de ands for
arbitration.
The Price  aterhouse partnership
articles have an arbitration clause but that is an
a reement among partners and principals. I don t
know of any arbitration actions between employees
and a firm or any of its partners.
Q You are absolutely right. I stand
corrected on that point.
And just to clean this up, have there
been any complaints or challenges, legal
challenges, and this time I will limit it to




























partners of Price Waterhouse, including
princip ls, against the firm?
A There have been one or two instances
in which the arbitration clause was invoked. The
most recent case involved post-retirement
activities that a retired partner might
appropriately carry out.
Q And did that come as an age
discrimination complaint or anything?
A No .
Q No. I was specifically focusing on
discrimination co plaints. I don t mean to go
into the litigation history of the firm
generally. In that case.
A My answer was on the arbitration, I
don : know of any litigation between a partner and
the firm.
q in any of the arbitration demands was
there a claim of discrimination such as would be
forbidden by Federal or state law?
A In one arbitration action that was
rescinded, withdrawn before it was -- before it
proceeded, there was a concurrent legal action






























How long ago was that approximately?
I would guess seven or eight years
ago .
Q Now, the partnership agreement, both
as it appeared in 1979 and the restated agreement
of 1989, provide for what is knowp as mandatory
withdrawal, and for the moment I am not asking you
to focus on the new provision for five-year
limited partnerships, but full-fledged partners or
principals.
Have there been instances of mandatory
withdrawal, excluding reasons of health or loss of
licensure or conviction of a crime?'
A Yes .
Q Can you tell me how many of those
there have been?
A Two .
Q Can you tell me when they occurred?
A One was in 1974 and the other in the
early 1 9 8 0 s.
Q Now, can you tell me what the reasons
were? I don t want the names, I want to respect



























A The 1974 case was the assertion of the
less than competent performance by a partner where
the policy committee asked that he withdraw from
the firm, and subsequently invoked the mandatory
withdrawal procedures when he did not  oluntarily
withdraw from the firm.
The second one was a matter of
inappropriate charges to firm expense that ended
up in an arbitral hearing.
Q We talked a lot in your first
deposition about what are known as interpersonal
skills in the consideration of candidates for
partner. Has any partner ever been subjected to
mandatory withdrawal action because of a finding
that that partner s interpersonal skills made it
necessary?
A I described the two instances where
the mandatory withdrawal article was involved.
There was not a third case where it failed to
carry. There were two, they were invoked and they
were successfully invoked from the viewpoint of,
they did resolve in the withdrawal of the
partner. There are no other instances.




























partnership or proba ionary partnership  for want
of a better term, has that been used yet? Have
people been admitted on that basis?
A I don t recognize the term that you
are usin . We have always had a view, certainly
since I became, during the years that I served as
senior partner, that performance at a satisfactory
level was a condition for continued partnership.
Now, the five-year probationary period
that you use is a term that, frankly, I have never
heard described as such in this firm.
However, during my talks to the
partners at our annual meetings when I would
discuss partner compensation, I made it fairly
clear that the compensation scheme could be
interpreted by partners that, if they did not
achieve a certain share level within a relatively
few years, that that could be taken as an
indication that they were not meeting their
pa, t.nership performance standards and that they
might well consider talking to me directly so that
we could consider whether there was a possibility
of a better performance in the future such as




























with his career prospects, or the alternative of
leaving the partnership.
Q All right. I understand that. And I
might want to co e back to that, but let me show
you without actually making it an exhibit Section
701 of what is, I have called the restated
agreement as of June 30, 1989, of U.S. firm and I
ask you particularly to look at the second
sentence, I believe it is.
A I see the second sentence that you
refer to.
Q That I believe is a new provision; at
least I did not see it in the 1979 agreement.
A That is correct.
Q Are you familiar with the reasons why
that was added to the agreement?
A I believe so.
Q All right. Can you explain those for
me, please?
A In recent years, including those that
are covered by my senior partnership, there were a
number of instances in which candidates were, as
we termed it, directly admitted, meaning that a




























years in duration with Price Waterhouse as a
manager.
This was viewed as a situation where
the candidate would as a Condition of ad ission
agree to withdraw, if he was asked to withdraw
from the partnership, without goin§ through the
mandatory withdrawal provisions.
Coincident with the need that the
policy board saw for reviewing the performance of
those, quote, "directly admitted" without a career
with us as manager, or a reasonably lengthy one,
was the view that this was a safety valve to
increase the awareness of those who came to us
with special skills and that the partnership
should not be encumbered in attracting those
people, but also in how their career progression
was evaluated.
q Now, before we come to any action
that s been taken since the adoption of this 1989
restated agreement, how many of those persons you
referred to in the preceding period who were
admitted on some understanding  of a condition --
(Telephone interruption.)





























MR. SULLIVAN: Could we have the
question, please?
MR. SCHRADER: Read the question back.
MR. HELLER: I was going to ask how
many .
Q Well, first, in round numbers how many
persons do you recall were admitted under the
special conditional arrangements that you were, or
probationary arrangements that you referred to,
direct admissions to partnership?
A The, as you term it, probationary
arrangements, I would characterize as a candidate,
voluntarily waived the mandatory withdrawal
provisions that would otherwise apply to a partner
in this firm for a stated number of years, usually
and there were probably 10 to 15 during my
senior partnership years. In increasing numbers
generally as the firm s needs for specialized
talent increased, and there are probably more of
those in that category in the years since I
relinquished the senior partnership.
Now, that group did not include




























merged into Price Waterhouse.
Q All right . No ?
A As a general, these  ere.
Q These are specialists?
A They tend to be specialists.
Q And they  ay have been  the people that
I think we have referred to in your previous
deposition as people who were made partners for
business reasons or business exceptions?
A  ell, we think all of our partners are
made partners for business reasons.
What I am saying is they usually
brought with them skills that we did not have or
that we needed in greater numbers than we could
supply, we actively seek.
Now, as the numbers in that category
have increased, we have always had a few directly
admitted partners during most of our history,
including one of the most respected partners this
firm ever had, who had been a partner at Price
Waterhouse and then was directly admitted to this
firm following the Second World War.





























A No, partner of Arthur Andersen was
admitted to this firm.
Oh, I am sorry.
q Well, at page 33 of your previous
deposition we talked about what were known as
business decisions, people who were admitted
because they had specialized skills, even if there
was some reservation about admitting them
immediately.
A That term does not apply generally to
direct admits, offtrack admittance in the sense of
going through the regular procedures, et cetera,
et cetera.
Q Okay. Now how many of those people
who were directly admitted on terms that they
waived the mandatory withdrawal procedure if asked
to leave for a period of years at least waived it,
how many of those people were there in fact asked
to leave subsequently?
A None, to my knowledge. One was
critically counseled that there had to be an
important change in his performance, and happily,
that occurred within the next year.




























A The policy board reviews the
performance of those  irectly ad itted candidates
with the wai er clause at the time that the waiver
terminates and makes a judgment on performance.
Q When you said "was severely counseled
that performance had to improve," was that
professional performance only or was that
interpersonal skills as well?
A Professional performance.
Q Do you know whether policies have been
formulated by the U.S. firm now under the 1989
a reement where this is an explicit provision for
a five-year waiver of the mandatory withdrawal in
certain cases ?
A I do not know of any five-year
mandatory withdrawal. I have described the
operations that preceded the adoption of the new
partnership articles to cover a practice that had
developed in the preceding couple of years to the
adoption of these articles.
Q And your understanding then is that
this provision, which I better read into the
record after we finish this question and answer,




























addressed to the direct admits, partner s problem
as opposed to those who may be elected through the
nomination process from managers, but about whom
there may be some reservation or doubts?
A The sentence that you referred to,
substantively says that it is directed to a
partner who shall have been admitted for a limited
period, which shall not exceed five years.
Now, the clauses in the agreements
that I am familiar with indicated merely that a
person, the subject of that clause, would waive
the mandatory exclusion for a certain number of
years; quite a different wording than the one that
is in this article, although to my knowledge the
intent was exactly the same.
Q Well, that was what I was trying to
ask. Is this intended, as far as you know, to
apply to those who go through the nomination
proceedings as opposed to those people who are
directly admitted into partnership from outside of
the firm?
A I don't, it's my personal belief that
this is not intended to cover and I know of no




























directly admitted through the normal proposal,
circularization, nomination, and election process
of partners with a series of years of experience
with us as managers and junior staff capabilities.
Q Let me read into the record so we
don t have to make the whole partnership  greement
an exhibit that sentence that we have been
discussing or actually it is three sentences.
"Any such person," and that refers to
a partner who has in fact been elected as a
partner or principal, "any such person who,
pursuant to policies established by the Policy
Board, shall have been admitted as a Partner or
Principal for a limited period, which shall not
exceed five years, shall upon the reguest of the
Chairman (which request may be with or without
cause), with the approval of the Policy Board,
during such period forthwith Withdraw without
resort to the procedures set forth in Section 7.03
hereof. Any such request to Withdraw shall be
final and not subject to challenge in any
arbitration or other proceeding. The notice
proposing to the Partners the admission of such




























that his admission shall be subject to such a
limited period."
That is the end of the quotation, and
for the record, Section 7.03 of the agreement from
which I have been reading is entitled "Mandatory
Withdrawal."
MR. SCHRADER: Can we go off the
record for just a moment?
MR. HELLER: Sure.
(Discussion off the record.)
MR. HELLER: Let s go back on the
record.
Q Following a discussion we had off the
record, Mr. Connor, is it also true that the
language I just read may be intended to apply to
people who come up to a partnership or
principalship through the ranks from managership
in Price Waterhouse but do so more quickly, do so
after a shorter period of time than is normal?
A Usually what is intended is to give
the firm three years of experience viewing the
work of an individual on a direct ad it.
Of course, there is no preceding





























A When one gets to a situation where a
mana er is ad itted a year or two years after he
joins us as a manager, it is the intention to
apply that same year look at him.
Q All right.
A I don t recall how many of those,
there aren't many   it was viewed as a matter of
just fairness through short-term experienced
people. Experience with us.
Q I understand.
Now, if I understand your prior
deposition correctly, you said that management
consulting service candidates for partner
frequently had been with the firm somewhat short r
periods of time than those who are coming up
through the tax and audit ranks; is that correct?
A Yes .
Q To your knowledge, have any of those
been made partners after less than three years or
principals?
A I am sure that there have been.
Q Now, you also said something in your




























be older persons, that is, candidates for
principal in the management consulting service,
than those who were considered for partnership in
tax and audit; is that also true?
A Let me answer the question by saying
that there are frequently those, those individuals
frequently have a number of years of prior
experience. The occurrence of that would
naturally make them older.
Q Was there when you were the chairman a
general rule-of-thumb about the top age  t which
people would be admitted to pa t e ship through
the nomination and election process, coming up
from the ranks of managers?
A No .
Q To your knowledge, what was the oldest
age of a person made partner by that process
during your time as chairman?
A I served on the policy committee and I
am using that term to, because I was not then
senior partner, when a tax manager, and I don t
think we had senior manager titles in those years,
in the Peoria office was admitted, and I think he




























comes to mind immediately because I happen to know
him quite wel1.
q How many people, again in approximate
numbers, your best recollection, have been
admitted to partnership in their forties?
A Oh, a reasonable number of them in the
sense that I would notice, looking at their
pictures, that they appeared to be in their
forties, but the pictures being part of the
regular circularization process so you could
remember who you were considering, but, you know,
it was not an unusual situation to have candidates
in their forties being proposed.
Q Was that a matter that got discussed
from time to time in the nominating committee or
the policy board, that this is a person who is at
the upper edge of the age when we would consider
somebody for partner?
A Not to my knowledge but, remember, I
have not, I have never served on the admissions
committee. So I am talking about my service for
15 years on the policy committee or policy board.





























A No, no, no. The admissions committee.
Q All right. Now tell me what the
admissions committee is.
A That s the group of partners who are
members of the policy committee or policy board
who serve on one of its subcommittees c lled the
admissions committee, and they carry out the most
intensive review of the partner candidate files
and circularization, but not all members of the
policy committee or policy board serve on that
admissions committee.
Q All right. Well, I was referring also
to the nominating co mittee who, back in 1983, was
chaired by I guess Mr. Ziegler  
A I don't recall that. The nominating
committee is a term used in this organization to
nominate partners for membership on the policy
board and to nominate the senior partner.
There is no other description of that
term .
Q Then I guess I am misremembering my
terms. Let's go to the admissions committee.





























I stand corrected and I apologize to
you .
Did the admissions committee reports
ever say to the full policy board this candidate
is hittin  the upper limit of when we would
consider making a person a partner?
A I don t recall that.
q Now let me ask you about partners'
movements between various offices of Price
Waterhouse.
Does the firm, or did it when you were
the chairman and senior partner, consider that it
had the power to force a partner to move?
A The partnership articles in dealing
with the subject of partner deployments, our term,
indicates that the management committee has the
authority to deploy partners where they can be
most effectively utilized in the firm's business
needs.
Q Can you point out to me the provision
either in the old agreement or the new agreement
that says so?
A  ell, it would probably come under the





























It s also in the new one; Section 5.02
of the new articles lists, among the
of the mana e ent committee, that





How often does the management
committee in fact direct a partner to move against
his or her will from one office to another outside
of the same metropolitan area?
probably the most frequent subject dealt with by
the management committee, at almost any of its
meetings and intensively so in conjunction with
new partner assignments and the redeployment of
existing partners, usually in the period between
January and the end of April, so that the firm is
ready to go and the people that are needed are in
place where they are needed by the ensuing July
1st, the start of the next year.
During the course of the deliberations
of the firm's needs and the fit and capability of
partners to meet those needs, results in a list of





























In my experience, roughly one-third of
newly admitted partners are asked to go somewhere
other than the place that they were resident in.
rpj- Q firm s rule in that regard has been repeatedly
told not only to partners, but to managers, and
that rule is " admit to partnership the candidate
when he is ready, deploy him where he is
needed. " .
Now, as to existing partners, there
are recurring reasons, very good business reasons;
each year at the partners  meeting, I would
present a list of perhaps 30 partners, not by
name, I would characterize that list as to those
who were asked to move, to meet increased
responsibilities, promotion, if you would.
That was usually the majority of the
deployments that were screened to them. There was
a smaller number that were asked to move to meet a
firm need. You might term that lateral.
Increasingly, as S.E.C. and AICPA
requirements required rotation of partners after a
certain number of years on audit accounts, there




























successfully handling a major client and had "run
out of years," seven, to go so ewhere else and
start another seven.
That never occurred before that rule
came into place, the rule being promulgated by the
professional bodies that oversee the accounting
profession.
There was a third category;
occasionally somebody asked to move, and the firm
would try to accommodate those.
During the course of my senior
partnership, I would estimate that I had 10 or 15
instances in which partners, for purely personal
reasons, said they could not accept a transfer.
It was my practice to personally talk to each
partner who was asked to relocate. Sometimes
those reasons were pretty good, youngster was in
his last year of high school, that sort of stuff.
There was a problem with an individual
wife; she was under some sort of treatment.
The firm s attitude generally was
understandable, and we ll try to work it out
somewhere else.




























would not willingly accept a transfer even when
there was a promotion involved, and the
conversation was generally along the lines of, you
are really the best man for this new opening, I am
sorry you can t accept it, and frequently I would
have to respond to my partners' inquiry, are you
going to give me another chance three or four
years from now?
I would say, I can't predict that.
You have to realize that opportunities come up at
certain times and this was an opportunity that for
perfectly acceptable reasons, in your mind, you
can't meet now. But I can't predict whether other
opportunities will come up.
I would also frequently say to a
partner, and I said to all the partners, a partner
unwilling to transfer was a less valuable partner
to the firm than one who was.
My predecessor as senior partner had
one or two instances where he asked partners to
withdraw from the firm over failure to move, and
in fact that had occurred several times prior to
his years as senior partner.




























uncertainty in the minds of the partners, was
their career as good going forward when, for
personal reasons, they could not move, as it had
been before.
Q All right. Let me ask you, I think I
pretty much understand that very c mprehensive
answer, but were there instances when you were the
chairman and senior partner where, even though no
promotion, no carrot was involved, the reason
given by the person for not moving was not one of
dire personal necessity or anything that the firm
could particularly well understand, and the firm
then used a stick and said, if you don t move,
it s going to affect your future shares and
earnings ?
A There were a number of instances in
which I have characterized the response as for,
quote, purely personal reasons, and I inevitably
responded as I did in answer to your previous
question, you have done a job that has brought you
under consideration for a move; your inability to
respond to that request makes you a less valuable
partner to the firm than one who is willing to




























difficulties of doing so.
Clearly, the message was given that
less valuable" was the operative word.
Q Sure --
A And that had a compensation
connotation that was clearly understood and did
result in a different compensation track for that
individual.
Q All right. Now, you said your
predecessor as chairman suggested withdrawal to a
couple of people who wouldn,t move, apparently,
when he didn t consider their reasons
satisfactory. Did those people in fact withdraw?
A I don't know how maty people he
suggested withdrawal to. I can think of several
in preceding years who did withdraw following
failure to accept a transfer.
Q Now, to what extent have the
management consulting service principals been
asked to move for one or another of these reasons
that you mentioned?
A There have been, I don't know that the
incidents of requests to transfer are any




























field, but there have been some organizational
changes that affected management consulting
services quite a bit.
For example, there was a period when
the firm considered that there should be MCS
capability in every location and there was a great
spewing out of people into these 90 or so
offices .
Then there was a period when
specialized skills and the achievement of critical
mass and in-depth coverage called for a
retrenchment of those resources into regional
centers, and that resulted in more than the
average number of transfers.
And particularly with several of our
,©
very specialized offices, of which OGS, Office of
Government Services, epitomized the first big
concentration of expertise; there was a need as
the mandate given to that office to serve
government spread outside of the Federal arena
into the state arenas, and as the services to be
performed beca e specialized in fields such as
transportation, that people nominally assigned to
OGS, with its great complement of staff, most of
Connor
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this complement in Washington were nonetheless
asked to take up residency in Sacramento, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, Central America, and various state
capitals, Springfield, Albany, that sort of thing.
Q Now let s focus on that category of
cases, the MCS people, OGS, or other MCS people,
principals who were asked to move for the needs of
the firm.
Is that generally accompanied with
some increase in compensation, that is what I have
called the carrot, as opposed to just the moving
costs?
A Usually a move for decidedly increased
responsibilities would be geared to, would result
in a share increase, but let's not misunderstand
that term.
At one point during my years as senior
partner, if you were asked to move, to go head an
office, the compensation scheme automatically
awarded a certain number of additional shares to
"head that activity," and that as we developed
specialized practice units-, as well as separate
location offices, that was applied to that




























We tried very hard to ask people to
move who were in fact among our better performers,
and better performers more frequently received
share increases than those who were on the average
trac . That is a little bit of a question of the
chicken and the egg.
Q I understand.
A Yes. There were per se not other than
in the case of partner-in-charge transfers, would
not necessarily automatically in every case result
in a share increase.
But there was also a view of the
management committee that, since the share
progression tracks specified maximum numbers of
shares, there was frequently enough left under the
ceiling that one could give as, frankly, an
acknowledgment by his partners of the willingness
of an individual to move, that he could expect to
get some additional shares.
Q All right.
Now, you spoke during your first
deposition back in 1985 specifically of the
amounts of time you spent persuading Mr. Don




























in  ashington, and my recollection is that
Mr. Epelbaum did not come there to become partner
in charge but simply was a talent that you wanted
to move to Washington or a human resource that you
wanted in Washington.
Was that accompanied by some increase
in compensation?
A I don t recall.
Q Now, what about senior managers and
movement of the  between offices, and here I would
like to focus mostly on the management consultant
service.
I take it they are employees and they
can be directed to move within or else; is that
done ?
Managers are requested to move the
same as partners are requested to move, and
occasionally they say no.
Q And if they say no for a reason that
the firm does not consider good, are they then let
go or terminated?
A Not to my knowledge, but they do not
enhance their prospects of moving up in the firm.




























in fact I can recall one case where a manager who
was most highly regarded did not feel he could
take a tour for a few years and effectively that
curtailed his assignment  because it was a
high-visibi1ity, much-needed tour and he was one
of the few people that would have been offered
that .
You are looking for people who can,
frankly, balance in their mind the desire we all
have for stability in location with the
willingness to meet the firm s needs.
Q Now, Mr. Connor, in the recruiting
first of all of the people who have been admitted
directly to partnership from th outside directly
to partnership or principa1ship in the Price
aterhouse U.S. firm from the outside, has the
firm, to your knowledge, ever found those people
through executive search firms or head-hunters, as
we call them?
A I be 1ieve so.
Q How often has that happened?
Occasionally.
q Does Price Waterhouse use a particular




























senior partner,  o search out people that it
needed to recruit as direct outside partners?
A I believe that we had used a number of
such firms increasingly in recent years. I also
believe that  e have tended to, a number of
assi nments have been given to one particular
executive search firm.
Q Do you know what that one is?
A I believe it s Russell Reynolds.
Q Russell Reynolds?
A Yes. Most of the, however, direct
admits -- I would like to put this because the
question -- had come to us because other partners
learn of them or know them, and that, while that
is informal, it s most effective.
Q Conversely, has Price Waterhouse, to
your knowledge, used executive search firms or
head-hunters to place out partners or senior
managers who are leaving either at its request or
on their own decision?
A Yes. As part of a general support
package that we want, we want in place, to help
those who choose to leave us make a successful




























they have been helped by the firm.
q And so generally if a senior manager
is leaving, the firm will say to them, we have an
executive search firm or we have one or more
executive search firms who can help you find new
work if you need that help; is that correct?
A We make them aware of the support the
firm would want them to have in that decision.
The outside assistance that is made available, the
firm pays for it.
q is there a dollar figure, from your
last year as chairman, of what the firm will pay a
senior manager or pay for the help of an executive
search firm to a senior manager leaving?
A I  m sure there is but I just don t
happen to know what it is.
Q Was that true back in 1983?
A It grew up as a program in response to
making every assistance that we felt reasonable
available, generally in the case of disappointed
partner prospects who decided they were going to
leave the firm for another career opportunity, and





























Now, in later years that same
assistance was extended to partners who for
various reasons were going to leave the fir ,
so etimes because the firm encouraged that
leaving, and that was the most frequent use of it.
Q Let s go back to early 1984, the very
beginning of 1984, and specifically that's when
Ann Hopkins did leave.
Was there a Price  aterhouse policy of
providing that assistance to senior managers
leaving at that time?
A I don't know when we began this, but I
really believe that 1984 was after that program
was started. I can't recall exactly when we
started it.
Right Associates was the first firm
that we used.' I think they are using somebody
else now, but I remember reviewing the program, I
thought, how, what they would do, how they would
handle it, writing resumes, that sort of stuff.
They had a lot to offer and we took advantage of
i t .
Q How did that, the word that that




























around to senior managers? Was there a piece of
paper sent out or something like that that told
them?
A I don t recall but it was well known
that --
Q Did you ever do a survey to the extent
that you were able to, or have a survey done to
the extent that you were able to get that done, of
the comparability of salaries for senior managers
and starting draws for partners in the other Big
Eight firms?
A I believe the personnel department had
some statistics on that. They were similar
statistics on partner compensation. Sometimes we
participated in surveys and sometimes we didn t.
Q So the starting draw earnings of a
partner at Price Waterhouse were co parable to the
others in the big firms?
A Relatively the same.
Q And the range of compensation for
senior managers, barring extreme cases on one side
on the other, was the same as people who had the





























A Some of these surveys were carried out
city by city and our position would vary from city
to city. We tended to not be in the extre e
either one way or the other. Fitting into the
pattern.
However, there was also generally a
view, confir ed by these surveys or through other
sources, of a compensation pattern at the manager
level significantly different and lower than the
industry. That did not surprise anybody here. I
mean, it has always been the case that a good,
that a good staff member from senior up to senior
manager, could always leave the firm for increased
compensation.
Q Do you have any recollection in your
mind of the range of difference between senior
managers in the management consulting service and
the earnings that the industry or the income that
the industry gave similar people?
A No, but it was appreciably more. The
reason for that is that frequently industry needed
one particular person and we needed a very large
number. So they would tend to it maybe, it may be




























overcompensate to ge  the one they needed.
Q Do you know in round numbers how many
senior managers in the management consulting
service, OGS, and otherwise there were in your
last years?
A The staff at OGS was then at about
150. I would imagine about 200 were at the
manager level, if not more, senior manager and
paj   fier level. Probably even more than th t, just
because of the nature of the work that they were
doing.
Q Now, Price Waterhouse has annual
meetings of its partnership; isn t that correct?
A Yes .
Q When you were the chairman and senior
partner, how well attended were those meetings?
A The attendance was extremely high.
There were a handful of absences, usually either
health-related, which were few; more often the
case because of client demands and there was a
great number of partners who only managed to get
there for a day or two out of the three days.
Q I was going to ask you how long they




























A Yes, and I use three days not because
the meeting itself was for all  three days, but it
was frequently something before for a group and
something after for a group, so partners began to
think in terms of three days.
Q Did people wear name tags at those
meetings ?
A Yes .
Q Can you tell me for the record who
Mr. Haddock is?
A Harold Haddock was the director of
finance, a partner who served in that capacity
during my years as chairman and in a similar
capacity with my predecessor, and continues in
that role.
Q Does he have a particular expertise in
partnership compensation?
A He has been dealing with it for a long
time and one of the divisions of his activity is
called private records, where all of the
compensation arrangements for partners are taken
care of.
So yes, he is also a frequent opposite




























to talk about those matters.
q Partner compensation or shares, I take
it, is determined bv the management committee?
A A schedule of proposed shares is drawn
up by a very involved process and the management
committee formally adopts that, that share
schedule, for the ensuing year, with a caveat that
it must conform to the share plan laid out by the
policy board.
In other words, the management
committee does not have total discretion in how
many shares are awarded to a partner.
q What does the share plan of the policy
board provide in general terms.
A  he articles charge the policy board,
and specifically its chairman, with the
responsibility for partnership compensation.
In practice, that means the
development of the plan which recognizes
performance and recognizes progression, meaning
experience.
Generally, the philosophy of the firm
has been to equally compensate new partners.




























partners who are newly admitted t roug  the
routine process of going through the admissions
c ommittee.
And they would normally start at 200
shares. Periodically, annually after that each
partner s performance is reported on and there are
forms not only for supervising partners to fill
out as to performance, but also there are forms
that the partner can report a self-evaluation
report, did he meet his objectives.
So it's a rather comprehensive
performance evaluation system, the end result of
which, the management committee places each
partner at a certain performance level, as
expected, outstanding, satisfactory but lower than
expected. And the placement of that individual
on, as we term it, one of the "tracks" generally
is the most significant evaluation component that
leads to the award of the number of shares.
The tracks are, however, maximum
tracks, so many shares at a certain level of
performance and experience.
Occasionally they get, the ceiling is




























share progression, the  racks themselves are
changed and '.t takes a few years to work an
individual into his right position in the shares.
The overriding concept in partner
evaluation is to clearly reward performance and
lasting value to the firm of that man s
performance.
And very significant differences in
shares, however, have been built into the system
in response to gradations of performance. So it
is quite possible that five or six years into a
partnership, even if two partners started off wi h
200 shares a iece, that a relatively few years
down the line that partner rated as top of the
pile could have twice as many shares as one rated
merely satisfactory.
So there has been a great deal of
emphasis placed on performance expectations,
performance evaluation, and reward,  eaning
shares, that fit that performance.
Q Is tha  true of MCS partners or
principals, as well?
A Yes .




























paper which shows the plan for partner
compensation which is in existence somewhere. The
policy board looks at a piece of paper that has
this; is that correct?
A The partner performance grid, as it is
termed, share grid, is presented to the policy
board and formally approved by them. That is
their guide they adopt.
Q How often do they amend that grid?
A Oh, it happened several times during
my senior partnership and it will continue to
happen, I am sure, at periodic intervals after.
But the thrust of all those changes in the last 10
or 15 years has been differentiation of average
versus outstanding performance and the shades in
between.
MR. HELLER: Let me ask the reporter
to mark a document which we got I believe
indirectly from Mr. Haddock, through Price
Waterhouse s lawyers, as Deposition Exhibit No. 2.
(The document above referred to was
marked as Plaintiff s Exhibit 2 for
identification, this date.)




























"Share Allocation Schedule," and the last two
columns, "Year Completed as Partner at the
Beginning of the Year."
You have that now before you,
Mr . Connor.
At the beginning and then "Performing
as Fully Expected." I don t know whether that
means average or something else, but are you
familiar with this schedule?
A Yes, I am familiar with the
information that this schedule shows.
Q And that was the last time you knew
the share allocation schedule for a Price
Waterhouse partner progressing through years zero
to 25 and performing as fully expected?
A This looks like the range of share
expectations start to finish, but I am
concentrating on start and I am concentrating on
finish and X could be wrong as to whether the
y@ai s when the shares were, say, 400 versus 430 , I
can't recall that, but that is the range aspect.
Q Focusing on start, you already said





























And your is that finish
F y   nAr ner who i
is 1,550 shares ?
A The maximum number of shares.
Q Maximum number of shares?
A There can be share awards below that.
Q Well, I am talking about a partner
performing as fully expected.
A This would be the expectation of a
maximum number of shares.
Q All right.
Q  hat would be the minimum number of
shares for a partner performing as fully expected
at the 25th year?
A I can t answer that because there,
that is a year by year judgment he may never have
reached the maximum in any year, and I think it
would be unusual to move him up to the maximum in
the terminal year, so he could be a number of
shares below that.
Q All right.
MR. HELLER: Let me ask you,
Mr. Schrader, if you intend to contest




























ground that this is a maximum rather than a path
or a model, as I believe I understood Mr. Haddock
to describe it to us, that you inform us and
inform us of differences in fi ures in the
right-hand column that you think should be
considered.
In other words, if there is another
schedule for a partner performing as fully as
expected  hich is minimum or typical.
MR. SCHRADER: No, we won t be relying
on any such assumption or position.
MR. HELLER: Now I am going to ask the
reporter to mark one more document. That s it.
(The document above referred to was
marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 3 for
identification, this date.)
MR. HELLER: That will be No. 3.
Q Mr. Connor, how long have you been a
partner at Price Waterhouse?
A Since 1967.
Q So what you are looking at encompasses
the years of your partnership?
A Yes .




























suppose should be going up at  he top, 1968 and
1969, and then it goes on from 1970 to 1989?
A Yes .
Q Do you recall this as being the share
values for Price Waterhouse partner shares during
those years?
A Well, certain years stand out in  y
mind. Certainly the more recent ones I can more
readily identify as the share values.
Q Do you see any there that are mistaken
or wrong?
A When we get back into the early
Eighties and the Seventies, I am sorry I can t,
the pattern seems consistent with my recollection.
Q Do you recall the three-for-one split
back in 1971?
A I don't recall it as having occurred
in 1971, but I remember the three-for-one split,
yes .
Q And so as of 1989, three-for-one split
basis shares had gotten back up practically to
1,580, $1,584, I guess, as against a $630 per
share value back in 1970; is that correct?




























point here was 573 shares, which, frankly, I
remember quite clearly happened in 1987. So
shares for the two ensuing years went down.
Q Now, I asked you about the
compensation of Price Waterhouse partners and
senior managers as compared to what used to be the
other Big Eight firms. I guess there are now six,
all told.
hat about retirement benefits; how
did they compare in Price Waterhouse versus the
other firms?
A I only know of one or two firms. We
tended to have higher retirement compensation than
the other firms, and we tended to have the same
formula for partner compensation for a relatively
recent number of years, that it,s been fairly
unchanged.
Q There have been two such formulas, one
is a fixed income or fixed retirement formula, I
guess -- instead of my trying to fake it, let me
get, read the titles.
A Fixed income, I think, is the title
you are are searching for.




























partner agreemen  and then there is a fixed inco e
retirement benefit agreeme t.
Can you describe for the record in
general terms the difference between those two
formulas or the purposes they serve?
A The concept of the firm has always
been that in the normal course a partner following
his retire ent would participate in the continuing
profits of the firm, but on a much reduced basis.
It is not a retire ent plan; it is a continuation
of participation in profits.
Now, that, however, renders a partner
to be, for tax purposes, a partner. It also
prevents him from doing something as a second
career that is inconsistent with the independence
rules of the partnership; so there were a number
of individuals, I initiated this effort, who said,
I would like to do something else when I retire.
I would like to make substantive business
jud ments. I would like to go on a board of
directors. I would like to do this, that, or the
other thing.
So we adopted a second type of




























individual, from an independence viewpoint, to do
substantively whatever he wanted to do. He could
go to work for a client, he could within reason do
other activities, and the agreement with the
S.E.C. was that he would not receive a continuing
participation in profits, but wou d fix his income
based on what it would have been in the year he
retired, with changes subsequent to that for
inflation protection, to the same degree that we
protect our employees who retire.
Now, that is an obligation of a firm.
Whereas the bulk of the retired partners, if I can
use that term, have no such protection. The
variable shares go down, their income goes down;
the firm doesn t make any money, th y don't get
any money. That's quite a different scheme.
Q I understand that. Now, and I take it
that the retirement, the fixed income retirement
plan, however, is nonetheless not funded as such,
is it?
A  o, no, it is not.
Q Do most partners retire on the
scheduled retirement date, that is, I understand
that to be the end of the Price Waterhouse fiscal
68
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year in which they reached the age of 60?
A That is what the articles say. We
also have an optional early retirement com encing
at age 55. Increasingly, a numbe  of those
eligible have elected that, although that still
remains the -- most partners still go to age 60
retirement, but nowhere near as uniformly as was
once the case. It was very rare for partners to
elect early retirement 10 or 15 years ago.
Q And how about deferred retirement,
allowing people to go beyond that scheduled
retirement ?
A There have been one or two exceptions
and that usually has required a formal vote of the
partnership to extend an individual. I proposed
such instances, perhaps five or six in number.
They usually related to some "emergency
situation."
For example, in my last year or two as
senior partner, I felt that for me to name a No. 2
or No. 3 partner in the firm would have been
fingering my successor, an  so I asked the
partners, would they mind extending for an
additional year those partners who were then
69
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2 incumbents in positions No. 2 and No. 3, so that I
3 would not have the role, in effect, of pointing
4 the finger at who should be my successor. And
5 that would have been the natural outcome, if I had
6 picked a new No. 2 or No. 3.
7 Q I didn t ask you about your own
8 personal education, Mr. Connor, your higher
9 education. Could you tell me?
10 Well, I graduated AB summa cum 1 aude
11 from the University of Pittsburgh in 1953; MS from
12 the Columbia University Graduate School of
13 Busines s in 1961; and I have an honorary doctorate
14 from Georgetown.
15 Q Now, you have been told, I understand,
16 or asked if you would testify on January 29th; is
17 that correct?
18 A I have.
19 Q Do you know what you are going to
20 testify about, what subjects you are going to
2 1 cover?
22 A I assume what you have just deposed me
23 on .
24 Q Do you know of any others that I





























MR. HELLER: Can we take about a
five-minute recess?
MR. SCHRADER: Yes. Yes.
(Recess.)
MR. HELLER: I do have a couple
questions, although you can put on the record what
you were talking about.
Q What was the reason for redoing the
partnership agreement last year, if you know,
Mr. Connor ?
A It had been ten years since it was
last done. There had been some changes in the
operating size of the firm, obviously,  nd the
governance, which is really what, a major
component of the partnership articles needed
updating for a larger firm.
It s been almost traditional that each
new senior partner takes a look at that. He
usually would make changes in the overall
organization.
For example, when I became senior
partner, two company chairman and deputy senior




























firm, limitations were put on how long a per on
could serve on the policy board. That is the sort
of thing that goes on.
I would think that there has also been
a constant tension to the ability of a firm to rid
itself of partners whose performance has been
found wanting, and several of the provisions were
of that nature.
Q Such as what?
A  ell, the one that you queried me on
that had grown up as a custom of the three-year
look at direct admits, and in fact had been worked
into their agreements of admission, and were then
formalized in the resisting of these articles to
just put it in black and white, that the chairman
after following certain procedures could in effect
remove the partner from the firm during that
window period.
That is the sort of thing, giving the
management a little bit more control over
situations such as I described.
Q Excuse me, we were speaking at the
same time. I apologize.




























mandatory withdrawal procedures intended to
reinforce the ability to get rid of nonperforming
partners ?
A The managerial withdrawal provision
had generally been considered by the partners to
be ineffective in dealing with substandard
performance, poor performance.
Clearly, the will of the partners is
that the management deal with that issue through
compensation. Counseling out, you know, helping a
person assess that he may be in the wrong career
role and that other opportunities might be more
rewarding and more satisfying to him. The
partners expect the management to do that.
Q Now we did talk about the upper age of
people admitted to partnership, but we didn t talk
about the typical age range for the three
different kinds or departments of Price
Waterhouse.
hat are the usual age ranges for
selection of partners or election to partners ip
in audit, tax, and MCS?
A Well, you have asked a question that I
don't think is an appropriate question; so let me
1 Connor
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2 answer it the way I think might be helpful to you.
3 Most of the audit partners begin as
4 new hires with a bachelor or master s degree; they
5 go through a common training program to move them
6 from the academic environment to a more practical
7 one, and they have a period of 10, 12, 15,
8 whatever it is, years gaining the experience and
9 progressively moving up the ladder, senior
10 responsibilities, manager responsibilities, senior
11 manager responsibilities, and partner
12 responsibilities, in handling audits, busin
advisory services, that sort of thing.




15 exactly the same thing, they were transfers, new
16 people, and the rule was not an ironclad rule but
17 that we liked tax people to have a familiarity
18 with how work, audit workpapers were prepared.
19 And so most of our tax people also began as new
20 hires in the audit field and eventually
21 transferred to tax, but moved up the same way.
22 Today one third of those who join us
23
2 4
do not come as new hires; they come as experienced
hires and most of them are in the MCS and the tax




























length of experience that many of our MCS people
have today could be a couple of years. They had
any other years of experience with other
organizations, other consulting firms, hardware
manufacturers, whatever, pension benefit
employees, operations. Many of our tax people  re
are lawyers, and throughout the world in many
cases they have to be lawyers.
So it s a far different -- what I am
doing is telling you what has emerged, not so much
what the firm has planned, because we were
reacting to coming up with the best people
qualified to meet client needs and expectations,
and in the consulting field a person with a
background in, well, people with backgrounds in
many, many disciplines, that is what makes the MCS
department today.
Q If you recall say the years -- I am
sure you are not going to recall specifically one
year versus another   I am not sure of it but I
expect you are not going to   but I am thinking
of the period of 1984 and 1985, and maybe 1986; do
you recall the clump of ages of the people who




























service during those years?
A No .
Q Were any of them, many of them in
their late thirties, do you recall?
A I don t recall.
hat we are basically focusing on is
We don t expect these people to be 24
years of age, 25 years of age. They simply could
not have had the experience. And what we are
looking at here are skills, depth of skills,
development, breadth of experience, and that is
all evaluated as part of the overall person.
not most of the MCS people would have had prior
experience with other organizations, and that s
why I mention that the years that you refer to, I
went out of my way to point out to the partners
that one-third of our new hires were coming with
various levels of experience and various, you
know, we have got a lot of doctor's degrees around
here, and a lot of them in the MCS field.
about the number of productive years that a new
partner would have before scheduled retirement?
But the expectation is that many, if




























A Only in the sense that there was a
discounting of retirement benefits even if it was,
you know, just continuation in profits, if the
person did not have, and I forgot whether it was
15 or 20 years of active partnership remaining,
that it was generally considered, well, he
shou1dn t get a full payout at the end of that
t ime .
And that usually required some
explanation to direct admittees, who would
frequently come at clearly advanced ages, in their
fifties, some of them.
But that was the only focus, to make
sure that there was equity among the partners not
only during their active years, but during their
retired years.
q How many of those direct admittees do
you think there were during the Eighties?
A  ell, I think I testified to about 10
or 15, and that is a rough guess, but I think that
fits' my perception of who they were.
MR. HELLER: I think that probably is
all I have now.




























to want to have any cross-examination, and I guess
Mr. Schrader can explain to you, or I can, your
options about signature of this.
MR. SULLIVAN: We will take care of
that .
MR. HELLER: Thank you very much,
Mr. Connor.
(Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the
deposition was adjourned as above set forth.)
Joseph E. Connor
Subscribed and sworn to
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